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RIC Opens Door to Public

During the past few days the Rhode Island College Rathskellar
has been much discussed. Are the prices too high? Should they
serve mixed drinks? Should the Rat stay open until 1:00? Is it
operating in the best interest of the students?
Perhaps a more important question remains, "Is the Rathskellar successful?" In truth, the Rat is suffering financially. For
various reasons the Rat lost money last year, the major reason
being the repayment of a Student Parliament loan taken out to
finance i_mprovements in the physical set-up.
Lost, like a rat in a maze (excuse the pun), is the service the
Rat provides for the entire R.I.C. community. It offers a pleasant
social setting for the students to practice campus camraderie. Few
faculty and administrators realize the contribution this faculty
provides. Without the Rat this College would resemble New York
City the night the lights went out, or the Sahara desert at 12:00
noon.
Noteworthy also is the Wednesday Night Entertainment Series
that R.I.C. Programming has successfully presented in the Rathskellar. Live music and large- crowds have established a college
atmosphere that has _beensorely missed in years past.
, The problem remains that the Rat is financially unstable, and
it is up to the college to facilitate its continued existence. A threefold survival kit is needed. First: that the administration consider
the. mixed drink proposal that presently awaits a decision. The
mixed drink revenues are sorely missed. Perhaps mixed drinks
could be served on Wednesday nights only on an experimental
basis. Second: that, the students quietly suffer with the liquor
prices as they-stand now they are not unreasonable. And thirdly,
that the Rathskellar Board consider opeing the bar one hour later
in the morning and one hour later at night. The money that the
extra nightly hour would generate will surely help alleviate the
financial difficulties.
A little cooperation and compromising can go a long way during
this propose~ Era of Excellence ..

to Rhode Island
Visitors
College's 3rd annual Open House
on October 23rd will be able to do
everything from see a scientific
"magic show", tour the college
president house, and see themself
on TV, to see a puppet show which
sells food for the purpose of illustrating the basic principles of
economics.
Beginning at 1 p.m. and continuing throughout the afternoon
until 5 p.m., the open'house will
offer more than 75 different
programs for visitors to see, hear,
fee[ or take part in.
Presented in conjunction with
the October 26 inauguration of Dr.
David E. Sweet as RIC's sixth
president, the open house has as its
theme "spotlight on professional
excellence." Sweet has adopted the
slogan "Excellence For a New
Era" to characterize the goal of his
administration and the open house
program has been developed to
complement that theme.
Very successful in its first two
years, the open house brought
more than 2000 people to the state
college's campus in October 1976.
This year with a variety of disperdemonstrations,
plays,
formances, exhibits and multi-

on October

23

media presentations as well as free Robber Bridegroom" to be offered
punch and cookies it is anticipated by the RIC Theater Company, a
that more visitors than ever will gymnastics exhibition entitled
make their way to the college.
multi-media
"Poetry in Motion'..'.,_a
A tour of the campus will be presentation entitled "Futures in
available to guests as will events Education" offered by the Departfor ment of Elementary Education, a
such as Easel Painting
Children (at RI C's Henry Barnard demonstration of raku pottery
School), and the Physical Science firing and the chance to have a
Department "Magic Show" which favorite photo enlarged by the Art
entertains and instructs by using Department and dozens of other
and activities such as the English
of chemistry
principles
physics to do tricks which .appear Department's
and
booksale
to be magic.
literan
with
refreshments
Other events will include a multi- associations (you've heard of the
media presentation by the History Johnny-Cake Papers, perhaps).
Department entitled '_'Chicago"
which vividly portrays the windy
All residence halls at RIC will be
city during the period 1871-1917 open for inspection. RIC's mobile
from the great fire to beginning of van for career education will be
World War One, a violin concert by open for viewing of materials, a
elementary school students taught soccer
the
between
match
according to the Suzuki method, Pawtucket
Rangers and the
and a tour and plant sale at the RIC Deportiva Cali Athletic Club will
greenhouse (questions regarding be played and visitors to the
plant raising will be answered). college will receive a grab bag to
Also planned are a demon- carry samples
and handout
stration of computer programs by materials.
the Mathematics Department inCo-chairpersons for the open.
cluding a simulation of a ballistic
missle firing and a moon landing. hol,!Se this year are Dr. Gary
In addition there will be an op- Penfield, Dean of Students, and Dr.
to view an open Patricia Glasheen, Assistant Dean
portunity
rehearsal of a play called "The of Educational Studies.

C.A.

Rathskellar Dileninia
Surfaces
A dispute surrounding the Rathskellar has arisen with the
publication of a letter to the editor
by Mr. Mark Viens in last week's
Anchor. The Jeter complained that
the Rat's prices were high and the
• hours too few, and bemoaned the
discontinuance of happy hours and
beer pitchers.
The Anchor has spoken to
members of the Rathskellar
Board, and found that the prices
arose. as a result of a financial
report given to the Board by Mark
Murphy, business manager of the
Rathskellar. This report showed
that the Rathskellar Corporation
had operated at a deficit throughout 1976and had in fact showed a
six thousand dollar loss. The Board
then projected solutions for the
1977fiscal year. These projections
included a ten per cent price increase, a cut in the number of
employees, and the assumption of
security fees in part by the Student
Union, with which the Rathskellar
is unconnected.
According to Rat board members, the members of the Board
never actually voted on the drink
prices that are now in effect. The
Board has never set prices,
although their by-laws state they
have the authority to.
In responding to the letter to the
editor, Joe Archambault, Assistant·
Administrator of the Rat, told the
Anchor that a renovation loan,
and
sectJrity
rent, payroll,
operation expenses have forced
prices up. He said the Rat is inas a non-profit
corporated
organization, and intends only to

break even. He commented that
most people don't realize how
much is involved in running the
Rat, nor are they aware of all the
costs involved.
When asked about the 12 p.m.
closing, Archambault said it would
not be worth the trouble and expense to extend hours to 1 a.m.
Several different departments are
involved in the operation of the
mainRa thskellar, (security,
tenance and student employees,
among others) ana altering their
schedules would be difficult, if not
impossible. He further stated a
later closing would be objectionable because of extra costs
it would incur. When asked
whether it would be more practical
to open at 1 p.m. and close at 1 a.m.
(instead. of the current 12 to 12
·hours), Archambault objected the
Rat would not be open concurrently with other affairs that
might be scheduled on the mall or
other parts of the student union.
Also, students may go to the Rat
for a beer with their lunch under
the present arrangement.
Joe Archambault said that the
Rat has had very few disciplinary
problems in the last few years. He
pointed out that the Rat provides a
contained, controlled environment
for students who want to drink.
Mr. Archambault mentioned he
would like to see mixed drinks
served, explaining the Rat has the
necessary license, but still needs
administration approval.
- Steve Sullivan
and Mike Whitney

Tuition Raise Discussed
A Post Secondary Subcommittee of the Board of Regents has
recommended a tuition increase of up to 15 per cent for studenfs attending the three public institutions of higher education. The proposal being
discussed by the Budget and Finance Committee will mean that instate
students pay up to 8½ per cent more, and out of state students up to 15 per
cent more.
The Board of Regents is reviewing the budget for the state institutions for next September, and are considering the demand for raises
by faculty and staff, as we~ as the effect ?f inflation on opez:ati~g costs.
This year RIC residential students paid a 10 per cent raise in board
and lodging, but tuition did not go up.
If the proposal is accepted, it will then be submitted to the state
budget office, the Governor's office, and the State Asse~bly, in that
order.
Adrian Kirton

NO STRINGS ATTACHED. John E. Peterson assistant professor of physical science at Rhode Island College,
causes RIC junior Lisa Liguori to levitate as he warms up for the "magic show" he will do as part of the
college's 3rd annual Open House on October 23rd.
Photo by Gordon E. Rowley

InaugurationSpecialArrangements
October 26, 1977
In view of the large number of visitors expected to be in attendance at the
inaugural ceremonies, lots A and C, with the permission of the Parking Committee, have been reserved for parking for guests. The following areas will be
available for parking for students at that time.
Lot L - behind Weber Dormitory
Lots H, I and J -close to Walsh
Fruit Hill Avenue Lot

It is suggested that whenever possible, students and faculty share their
autos when driving to campus on inauguration day.
With the permission of the Academic Vice President, classes scheduled to
meet at 4:00 p.m. and 4: 15 p.m. on October 26 will be delayed until 4 :30 p.m.
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The Creature

is Coming

Prism Misunderstood
I was very sad to find the joyous, get-acquainted Party for PRISM
tre~ted as a "Box-Office Production" review by the Anchor Sports
Editor, and I feel that some apology should be made to the enthusiastic
students (from many disciplines and not just Theatre) who shared this
evening of togetherness, either as entertainers or audience, because they
were not informed that the evening's informal party offerings had
become a critical event.
I was led to believe that this coverage would be more like a story
about PRISM's accomplishments over five years, while the Anchor
reporter joined our celebrations. I was amazed to read that we produce
one-act plays, because PRISM's public productions are a matter of
record. They have ranged from full-length musicals to new script
readings, and cover many extra-curricular learning experiences so that
students can try out their ideas and abilities on many levels and in all the
Arts. And, to my knowledge, the goal of each of our events has been
clearly publicized, just as this party was clearly defined in the Anchor's
previous issue.
It was a terrific party, and I'm sure I speak for the many who attended.
Barbara B. Matheson
Prism Advisor

Reply
The Anchor apologizes for its review of Promote Prism Night, and for
the resulting confusion over the party and Prism itself. For a look at what
Prism has done and is now doing, please turn to Portfolio.

The Creature, an amphibious,
prehistoric man-monster, inhabits
depths of a
the primordial
mysterious tropical lagoon, undisturbed until a team of scientists
intrude upon his domain. Variously
interpreted as a monster from Hell
and a primitive innocent provoked
to violence, the creature belongs to
of mistreated,
a tradition
misunderstood monsters which
include Frankenstein, King Kong,
and the Beast who pursued the
Beauty.
"Creature From The Black
originally
was
Lagoon"
photographed in 3-D. It was shown
in 3-D during its first-run
engagements in 1954.Now, for the
first time in over twenty years,
"Creature" is again being released
in 3-D! The film will be shown on
Friday, October 28th, in Amos
Lecture Hall at the Clark-Science
Building. Because of the overwhelming interest generated by
the student body, "The Creature
From The Black Lagoon" will be
shown three times, at 8, 10 and 12
midnight! Special glasses will be
provided for your 3-D viewing
must be
Glasses
pleasure.
returned at the end of each
showing.
Don't miss out on this once-in-alifetime chance to see the Creature
in the sheer, stark, underwater
terror of 3-D!

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
PublicOWnership
Arthur Shenfield, an economics
professor from England, points out
in an article in UpBeat magazine
that public ownership of an industry in England doesn't really
mean "public" ownership at all.
The public is given nothing to say
about the way the railroads and
coal mines are run, for example.

Once nationalized, these industries
have become the private property
of the bureaucrats who operate
them and the labor unions who
work in them. All the public gets
out of it is the right - or rather the
obligation - to pick up the tab for
the deficit.
It's a funny thing - people talk

' -"In Hypocracy

about nationalizing industries to
give the public a share of the
profits. Then, after they are
nationalized, there's nothing but
deficits. There must be a lesson in
this somewhere if we were only
smart enough to figure it out.
John Paul Sousa

we tru$t" "or

The God of Money"
Why the hell is "In God We Trust" on all American monies? Why in a country founded on freedoms of
ALL kinds are we FORCED, illegally and unconstitutionally, to pay homage to a GOD when not only do-not all
of us believe, but many find the FORM distasteful?
The First Amendment to the Constitution guarantees the separation of Church and State.
Why is "In God We Trust" on all our money? It wasn't there in 1776;in fact it appeared on no money for
over a hundred years after. Were those good folk less religious than we? They had suffered persecution for
religious beliefs themselves, and they were very sensitive about the subject of God. Yet, they by and large felt
no need to put God's Name on their money: to them, He was in their homes and hearts- not their purses and
pockets.
The only things that keep it there are" American Man's" burden, a hypocritical sense of guilt at his own
inability to lead an upright moral life, Christian or otherwise, and a cowardice which masquerades as
tradition. The defense, "It's always been there," besides being untrue, really says, "I don't want to be the one
who has to stand up and change it."
If the whole question seems remote and unimportant to you, try remembering that when you buy
anything, coffee, bread or milk, that YOU are advertising GOD.Try re-doing it with one small change. Use the
following slogans instead of "IN GODWE TR UST." What are your reactions to the following:
"In Mohammed We Trust"
"In Buddha We Trust"
"In God We Do Not Believe"
Would you like being forced, by a majority with which you did not agree, to use money bearing a motto
which YOU found unacceptable? Please, do not try to fool yourselves into thinking that "God" or "In God We
Trust" really stands for Buddha and Mohammed also. Nor does it represent all of the diversity of our beliefs,
or lack of them.
And what about this? Who chose to put it there? Was there even a referendwn? Who chose to associate
His name and the "Root Of All Evil?" On whose authority was it done? Was anyone even concerned as to what
God's wishes in the matter might be? Does He want it there? Is placing His name there making graven
images? Is it, remembering He doesn't even get top billing, putting other gods before Him?
All other argwnents aside, this is America; we do not abridge the RIGHTS of ANY individual just
because he happens to think differently than a majority of his peers. That it has been allowed to happen
SHOULD outrage us all; it is against the Constitution. But that it is allowed to continue shows more moral
dJcay than removing "In God We Trust" ever possibly could.
Sincerely, That Still Small Voice
Your Radical-At-Large
Robert Auxier
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Founded in1!)28
The Anchor is located on the third floor of the Student
Union. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR
Rhode !sland College
600 Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone, 456-8257or ext. 8257
The Anchor -is composed weekly during the schooi year. It is
printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4 Church Street,
Ware, Mass.
Advertising is sold at the rate of $2.00 per column inch. A 20 per
Ads in "Free
cent discount is •allowed campus organizations.
For
Classifieds" are free to all members of the RIC community.
consult our advertising manager.
further information,

All editorial decisions for The Anchor are made entirely by its
student editorial board. No form of censorship will be imposed.
However, material found unacceptable or unsuitable in their
opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including
Letters to the Editor, must include the name and address of the
author~ Names may be withheld upon request. Views appearing in
The Anchor do noLnecessarily reflect those of the administration,
faculty or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of The Anchor editorial board.
ANCHOR

STAFF

Charles Arent
Jane Murphy
Steve Sullivan
Greg Markley
Adrian Kirton
Kate Cross
JimKociuba
.Bill Stapleton·
Dave Cross
Lyn Ucci
Deana Hodgdon
Staff Writers: John Paul Sousa, Lyn Atkins Jill Page Judy Key
'
'
'
J_ohn~okolski, Kurt Sorenson.
P~oduction: Paula Ewin, Mike Whitney, Mary Torregrossa, Jim
.
Rivard.
Staff Artists: Jeff Burrows, Steve Murphy.
Miner
Art Consultant-Bob
Photographers: Dave Zapatka

Associate Editor-Finance
Associate Editor-Publication
Features Editor
Senior Editor
News Editor
Portfolio Editor
Photo Manager
Sports Editor
Advertising Manager
Secretary

Anchor Deadlines
Any material and advertising that you wish to have appear in the
Anchor must be submitted to the office (Room 308in the Student Union,·
3rd floor) before Thursday at 2:00 p.m.
All classifieds and personal material must be submitted by Thursday
at 12:00 p.m. Thank you for yopr cooperation.

ATTENTION SENIORS
Work has now begun on the 1978edition of the "Exodus", our college
Yearbook. The Senior Yearbook portraits will be taken during the weeks
of November 8-18, 1977.You may sign up for any of these days for your
portrait to be taken.
The hours available for your sitting are 9:00 a.m. to noon, and 1:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. each da_y,and you may choose your own sitting slot.
Each siUing will last approximately five minutes. A sign-up desk will be
located m the walkway between the Student Union and Donovan Dining
Center, two weeks prior to November 8th, for sign-ups, from 9:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m. !he pictures will be taken according to the scheduled sittings, in
Room 306m the Student Union, during the week of the 8th until all Seniors
have had a chance to have_their portrait taken.
(Continued on Pg. 4)

There is no truth to the rumor that Washington wants out of the one
dollar bill.
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We support
the people who
help everyday.

The ANCHOR Line is a new column that will serve as a panacea for
all your problems. We will try to find answers to all RIC-related queries.
All you have to do is to write down whatever questions you may have and
bring them to the ANCHOR office, Student Union 308, or call extension
8257. Get it off your chest and into the ANCHOR!
Question: What hours are the two gyms open, and can anybody use
the basketball courts for recreation, etc.?
Answer: Because of team sports, the Walsh facilities are busily
serving RIC's intramural and varsity athletes. However, Whipple Gym is
open everyday from 9-5 and in the evening from 6:30 to 9. Basketball
courts are available and the basketballs will be supplied. RIC I.D. is
required.
-J.P.S.

Student Presidential Hopeful
Payroll System

to Change?

The question of changing the student payroll system is not closed,
according to Mr. William Hurry, director of the Career Development
Center. The October 4 Anchor stated Mr. Hurry refused to change the
present pay system. There was a misunderstanding.
Mr. Hurry has restated, "I simply reacted to that specific proposal,
and my point was I did not see that proposal as a significant improvement
on what we're doing. I did not refuse to consider any change, or mean to
shut off debate. I am not saying the present system is the best of all
possible worlds; I'm still open to some other proposal.''
Student Parliament President, Peter Ruggerio, has met with the
people in administration. The problem of a bi-weekly payroll seems to be
in financing additional staff, including one or two full time employees
required to handle the extra work involved.
So far, a new proposal is incomplete. Mr. Ruggerio has pushed as far
as he can without student support. A petition currently circulating is
intended to alert students to the problem. This issue has been raised
several times over the last seven years, but failed due to student apathy,
according to Ruggerio. This time Parliament members are hopeful, but
they need stronger support by students.
L.W.

The day was Wednesday, October 12. The College calendar was
Monday ---??
There are three Monday holidays in the fall semester: Labor, the
first Monday in September, which should be the first day of classes;
Columbus Day, always celebrated on the Monday nearest to October 12;
•and Veteran's Day, the first Monday in November.
In order to have a more even distribution of lost days, the college has
arranged that one week will be lost. Labor Day is the Monday lost. On
Tuesday following Veteran's Day, Monday schedules are followed and
that Tuesday lost. The Wednesday after Columbus Day is treated as
Monday, also. And at Thanksgiving Thursday and Friday are missed.
Therefore, Monday classes are not missed repeatedly.
But the arrangement has created other problems. Some students
forget what classes they should attend. Some professors forewarned
students that the following Wednesday would be Monday at RIC. Many
more professors did not, and students forgot.
In many cases the Monday and Wednesday schedules were alike.
Some students had additional classes.
But students who work find that they must miss either classes or
work, as additional class periods had coincided with the work schedule. A
number of students in Practicum who teach on Wednesday had to choose
between attending the practicum session and attending Monday classes
at college. Similar problems befell student nurses, Social Welfare
students on assignment, and individual students who had made previous
appointments.
The situation will arise again on Tuesday, November 8, when the
college will again carry a Monday schedule. This time, however, the
Tuesday schedule and Monday timetable are more dissimilar, and may
create even more problems.
Adrian Kirton

•

United Way Drive In Final Week
Dr. Donald Hardy, the chairman
of the 1977 campaign, last week
expressed gratitude for the initial
returns, which were promising. He
predicted that the goals were
within reach, contingent only on
the generosity and support of the
RIC community.
As of the 13th of October, $1,346
has been collected. The United
Way campaign for 1977 ends
Friday.
During. the final week, the
participation of students is being
emphasized.
Students are encouraged to contribute, and they
are asked to request that their
friends do the same.

A considerable number of RIC
students are involved with some of
the United
Way agencies.
Volunteers from the college work
at the Smithfield Boy's Club, the
Smith Hill Center, and other civic
organizations which depend on
your contributions for 30 per cent
of their yearly income.
On Wednesday, October 19, the
Student Community Government
and the Rhode Island College
Programming Board will sponsor
a United Way Fund Raiser in the
Rathskellar. Naked Truth will
provide entertainment
for the
event. Proceeds will be donated to
the United Way campaign. The

Student Government
and· the
Programming Board invite all
students to an enjoyable evening to
raise money for a most worthy
cause.
The people who have already
contributed are sincerely thanked
by the Steering Committee and the
other volunteers. Remember, the
drive ends Friday, October 21st. As
the saying goes, giving is better
than receiving. The great advantage of giving to the United
Way is that you, your relatives,
and your neighbors probably
receive as well. Think about it.
G.M.

Nursing Students

Get In On The Act
On Sunday, October 23, the RIC
Nursing Department
will contribute to the campus Open House.
There will be many new ideas on
display, the newest idea being
student involvement. This is the
first year that nursing students will
be participating in the department's Open House presentation to
any great extent. We will have a lot
to offer!

A lot of nursing majors have
probably heard about the National
Student Nurses Association, but
haven't decided about joining. For
your benefit, posters, pamphlets,
brochures, and journals, all concerned with the NSNA, will be on
display for browsing. Someone will
be there with membership applications, and to answer questions
about the NSNA.

A film on breast examination
will be screened several times
throughout the afternoon. Times
and place of screenings will be
posted in the nursing department
lobby. Another educational film,
will be shown, on the proper use of
thermometers and interpretation
of
thermometer
readings.
Hypertension screening will also
be held throughout the afternoon.
This is an important part of our
activities that day because of the
extent of undetected hypertension
in this country. Since it is usually
without signs or symptoms, fifty
per cent of the people who have
high blood pressure do not know it.

What do you have to gain by
going to the nursing department on

Pseudo-Monday:
Calendar Problem To Be Solved

Give to the
United Way

October 23? A lot of learning is in
store for you! How many of you
think that 98.6 is the only standard
body temperature? Or that any
reading above 120-80 is "high
blood pressure"?
Well, they
aren't!
Refreshments will be b'aked by
the nursing faculty. Nursing
students, bring your relatives and
non-nursing friends. Be proud to
show them that RIC nurses are
qualified to care!
Susan M. Russo

Other displays include posters on
immunization education, nursing
journals, and plastic anatomical
models showing the internal
organs and vessels. Someone will
be on hand to answer any questions
you may have about the model.
Another highlight is a Snellen eye
chart, which measures visual
acuity. This is also a must, as
vision trouble tends to be "put off"
in hectic academic life.

IndustrialArts BenefitsFrom No Accreditation
When the National Association of
State Directors of Teacher Certif ica ti on ( NASDTEC) denied
accreditation for RIC's Bachelor of
Science in Industrial Arts and
Master of Education in Industrial
Arts programs, few expected this
to help the Industrial Arts program
at the college. But it has.
Dr. James McCrystal, head of
the Industrial Arts Department
said,
"We
are
making
modifications with the problems
identified by our department and
the NASDTEC team. We've had
special problems since 1973. When
we moved from Clarke Science into
a make-do situation, it became
very hard to unravel."
Because of the lack of ac-

creditation, the college has had to
give more room to the program.
Dr. Mccrystal
said that the
problems noted in NASDTEC's
review of the programs were the
same that his own department had
found and were trying to correct.
Dr. McCrystal agreed that it
sometimes takes outside criticism
to get the attention of the college.
While McCrystal admits being
denied accreditation is a setback,
he commented, "Sometimes you
have to take one step backward in
order to advance five steps forward. We have done a great deal
with the program; now all we need
is the space to implement our good
curriculum.''
McCrystal is confident that when

a review team returns "shortly",
they will give full accreditation to
the Industrial Arts program. The
main problem as sited in the report
was the lack of sufficient space,
which affected the amount of
equipment, materials and supplies. According to McCrystal, this
will be fully corrected.
McCrystal is quite pleased with
his department's curriculum. He
will be even happier given the
room to put the curriculum into
practice. But, "If there is one area
at RIC that needs to gain, it's Industrial Arts. We are still infants in
Industrial Arts in New England,"
Mccrystal said.
John-Paul Sousa

Dr. Murray Banks, comedian and psychiatrist, spoke at RIC on
October 11. His talk, entitled "How to Live With Yourself" touched on
many different topics from the world of psychiatry. On insanity, he said
the only difference bet~een the snne and the insane is a sense of humor.
The sane have the ability to laugh at themselves and the world around
them.
Photo by Dave Zapatka
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SERVICE
INFORMATION
CITIZEN
RedTape·
Eliminating

llflllll
OAM~US
What You Read Here Is Official
(and it might also be important).

The Garrahy administration has
instituted a Citizen Information
Service, which is designed to allow
government to be more responsive
to the people. The Service, which
was officially launched three
weeks ago, is located in the
Quinesse_ttCottage of the O'Rourke
Children's Center, next to RIC.
The Information Service will try
to solve taxpayers' problems, and

Syracuse University School of Management Recruiter

An admissions recruiter from the Syracuse University School
of Management will be on campus Wednesday, October 26 between
9:00 a.m.-12 noon for interviewing prospective applicants. Anyone
wishing to see the recruiter should schedule an appointment with
the placement office at the CDC, 050Craig Lee. (401) 456-8031.
For Entry Level Federal Jobs

The U.S. Civil Service Commission has announced that the
PACE (Professional Administrative Career Examination) will be
offered only twice next year, during January, 1978and April, 1978,
due to the realities of the employment situation for Federal
Government positions filled through the PACE.
For further information, contact the Federal Job Information
Center, Federal and Post Office Buildings, Kennedy Plaza,
Providence (401) 528-4447or the CDC, Craig Lee 050.

it will recruit volunteers to serve
the Governor's office.

fields, and have satisfaction from
helping people.

The Service is modeled on
programs currently in operation in
other states. Massachusetts has
had thousands of cases and queries
since its program began a few
years ago.

The Citizen Information Service
is open from 8: 30 to 4: 30 Monday
through Friday. People from
Metropolitan Providence can call
277-2494,from South County call
539-2494,from the Newport area
call 683-2494,and from Woonsocket
call 767-2494- all toll-free.
Greg Markley

The Rhode Island program has a
staff of eleven workers, most of
whom are paid through federal
The staff consists of
CETA funds.
I
several researchers and six case
workers, including a bilingual
specialist, a volunteer coordinator
and the director, Volunteers will
aid in cases according to their
abilities and interests.
The Information Service has a
program where the Providence
Action Line refers
Journal's
respondents. The main difference
between the Service and several
other related programs - both
governmental and private - is
that the Service follows a case
through to its end. The policy is to
respond to a "client's" problem
within 24 hours.

Prayer Service Held Weekly

Chaplain's office announces services will be held weekly at
noon on Wednesdays in SU Lounge E. Protestant Chaplain Mr.
Glendon Heath will preside; the service will consist of prayer, singing, scripture reading, and a short homily.
Parking For Handicapped Students

There is a new parking area designated for handicapped
students on the East (curb) side of the Student Union Loop. This
area was posted on Thursday, October 13, 1977and violators will be

The state agency will handle
such as
problems
personal
alcoholism, child abuse, and drug
addiction, plus problems involving
the government like employee
rights, consumer complaints,
social security, welfare, and
veterans affairs.

subject to being tagged and towed starting Thursday, October 20,
1977.

The authority for the above is found in the Board of Regents
Parking and Traffic Regulations for RIC, section V-4 PenaltiesTowing, subsections (a) (5), and (d) found on pages 8-9.
RIC Radio Club

The RIC 'Radio Club held its first organizational meeting on
Wed., Oct. 12.The possibility of a student-run radio station can only
become reality if enough people are willing to support it. We would
like very much for you to become a member. A couple of hours
every week can result in a rewarding experience. Come to our next
meeting on Wed., Oct. 19, at Craig-Lee 105,at 2 p-.m. (free period),
and find out what we're up to.
Communication-Theatre

1

College students volunteer, so
they can get experience in fields
related to their majors, make
contacts with professionals in their

ii

Department Colloquium

Tuesday, November 1, 1977 from 1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. in the
TO
Faculty Center. FROM NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
PLYMOUTH: A ROAD OF DISCOVERY. Dr. Marjorie Eubank
will lead this year's first Communications - Theatre Department
Colloquium focusing upon her -sabbatical in England. Refreshments. All invited.
Library Road Parkil).g

When construction commenced on the addition to the library
last year, it was necessary to open, temporarily, Library Road to
two-way traffic. Consequently, in order to provide safe travel for
two lanes of traffic, it was necessary, tempQrarily, to prohibit
parking in the parallel parking area on the north side of Library
Road. Signs were posted at that time to indicate that this area is a
"NO-PARKING" zone. This temporary prohibition of parking in
this area will remain in effect, and will be enforced, until construction on the library addition is completed.
At one time there was a parkirig area (parking lot Q) at the
west end of Clarke Science building, is now part of the construction
site for the new addition to the library, and is under the control of
the building contractor. This area is no longer available to members of the college community. Anybody (other than employees of
the building contractor) who parks his vehicle in this area is
trespassing upon the construction site and is subject to being towed
by them. •

for those special problems •

RIC TV Center

Once again, the RIC Television Center is providing a closed
circuit televised Information Service. This information service,
"Video Bulletin Board," will provide a complete and updated list of
all campus activities. Any information pertinent to any aspect of
the college will be listed, including (but not limited to) meetings,
speakers, workshops, sports events, performances, and deadlines.
We urge all members of the RIC community - administrators,
faculty, students and staff - to submit information.
The service will be programmed twice a week, with one listing
for activities on Monday and Tuesday and another for Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday. It will be broadcast every day on the hour and a
half hour between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. The service will be
broadcast on Channel 9.
The first broadcast will begin on Monday, October 17.
The TV Center would appreciate receiving any information for
the October 17 broadcast by noon, Thursday, October 13. Please
send information by campus mail to Diane D'ltri, RIC TV Center,
Adams Library or call extension 8044-365 on or before Thursday,
October 13.
Exodus (continued

from pg.2 )

.

.

.

t:ach student will receive six proofs from which he will be given an
opportunity to purchase personal copies a_ta l~ter date. ~his year Delma
Studios, Inc., the official photographer, 1s usmg a special background,
which the student may pose in front of. These slides may be picked out at
the scheduled sitting time, and if you wish to buy a personal copy, this
beautiful background will be part of your portrait.
The staff is very pleased with the quality of Delma 's photography and
hopes to see each and every Senior portrait in the 1978"Exodus."
Let me remind you, THE SITTING IS FREE, SO DON'T DELAY.
H.emember that you are a lasting part of the 1978"Exodus"!
Gerry Friedman

A

FREE LEGAL ADVICE
a

bu

~·i

Ii

sres<

pf

freelegaladviceto all ActivityFeeStudentsevery
provides
StudentParliament
from2:00 to 4:00 p.m., in the StudentParliament
afternoon
Wednesday
of this
·totakeadvantage
Office,StudentUnion200. Theonlyrequirement
8088
in advanceat extension
serviceis to call the officefor an appointment
of this service,you'repayingfor it!
or 533. Takeadvantage
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At 63, He's Starting College

NEWS
NOTES

by John-Paul Sousa

Compiledby Jill Page
INTERNATIONAL
It is reported that two new Jewish settlements have been secretly set

up on the occupied West Bank. Twenty-five families are believed to have
settled in the same region as the twelve families belonging to a movement
linked to the opposition Labor Party. This settlement is in Kfar-Ruth
which is a few hundred yards inside occupied Jordan between Tel Aviv
and Jerusalem.
A man and woman surrendered after hijacking a Czech airplane with
twenty-seven passengers on board. No one was injured as the plane
landed Ln Frankfurt. The hijackers are being held on charges of endangering airline transportation.
Cosmonauts Lt. Col. Vladimir Kovalenok and flight engineer Valery
Ryumin landed after their unsuccessful forty-nine hour flight. Their
condition was described as good except for their inability to dock with the
Salyut 6 space station.' Their landing last Tuesday in Soviet Central Asia
•
was a soft one.
Thirty-four men were killed by Moslem rebels on a southern
Philippine Island last week during a supposed truce meeting. Among the
thirty-four men were five top aides, twenty-eight soldiers and a general.
The firing began without warning as the men waited to meet with the
area commander of the Moro National Liberation Front outside a market
in Danag.

His hair is streaked with gray. If
one looks closely, he bas a few
wrinkles, tell-tale signs of age. But
his strides are just as brisk as any
RIC student, and Angelo Miletta's
enthusiasm for learning is greater
lhan many who walk the RIC
campus. The fact that he's sixtythree years of age doesn't make
any difference in the education of
college freshman Angelo Miletta;
he doesn't let it make a difference.
Miletta

graduated

from

In 1958Miletta started work as a
shipper in the baking industry, a
job he enjoyed. He retired three
years ago.

'' My family is very proud tha.t
I'm going to college. I've noticed
that my son's grades in school have
improved a lot. I think it's because
he sees, me studying every night

It was his wife who prodd~d him
into college. He said he was talking
to his wife about his interest iri
politics when she suggested that he
go to college. So Miletta decided to
go.
"I've always been an avid reader
and watched the political scene.
I've been a student of politics my
whole life. Still, I admit I was a
little worried about making a fool
of myself (at college). I thought I
wouldn't participate as well as
other students, but so far I've kept
pace."
Asked how he feels about RIC
now that he is here, Miletta say:,
without hesitation, "I love every
minute of it! Not being here Cat
college) you get a different coneept
of what goes on. I've found all the
students to be courteous and
respectful. I have been accepted
and treated just like any other
And I've
student.
college
developed close relationships and
have found it easy to communicate
with everyone here."

NATIONAL

Forty-six blacks were found to be victims of an Oklahoma City trucking company. These people were victims -of the company's policies of
racial discrimination. Judge Luther Eubanks ordered last week that the
company pay more than 1.8 million dollars to people who were rejected
when they applied for jobs.
Next February 26, anyone interested in viewing former President
Nixon's residence in San Clemente, Calif. may do so by bus. Mr. Nixon
agreed to the tour as part of the town's fiftieth birthday celebration. All
proceeds will go to cover the expenses for this celebration.
The United States Custom Service plans to reduce ~e number of airplanes used in looking for smugglers along the Texas border. Twelve of
the aircraft based in El Paso will be eliminated and all but three of the
twelve based at San Antonio. The aircraft will either be transferred to
other border bases, or removed from service altogether.

Miletta's major is political
science. He hopes to complete four
years at RIC, if his health stays
fairly good. His goal is not a degree
as much as the "self satisfaction"
he will, earn from att~nding
college. He says his... political
preference is "independent," and
although his life-long interest has
been politics, he has never run for
elected office, nor does he intend
to, he says.

STATE

Senator Claiborne Pell said last week that the president of the Outlet
Company, Bruce G. Sundlun, will be finance chairman for his re-election
campaign. Sundlun has been .a great contributor in Pell's previous
campaigns by giving him two thousand dollars in 1972and one hundred so
far this time. Sundlun hopes to raise money in N;ovember,December, and
January by organizing a fund-raising unit.
The state's largest non-profit transportation agency for the elderly
was put out of commission last Tuesday when all the bus's headlights
were shot out with BB's. The headlights must be replaced at a cost of
three dollars each by the agency's mechanics. Many trips before dawn
are being delayed because of this incident.
The Regent's Subcommittee on post-secondary education has
recommel)ded that tuition rates at the three state colleges be raised by 8.5
per cent for Rhode Islanders, and 15per cent for out-of-staters.
In continuing negotiation news, RIC-AFT Chief Negotiator Neil
Gonsalves met with 30 Henry Barnard Faculty parents. He told them that
t~e major issue in contract talks is not individual benefits, but the
Regents' attempts to erode the contract. Also, the latest RIC-AFT newsletter explains at length the summer sessions issue. The question is
whether summer session teachers should be paid on a flat-rate ·basis
without consideration of "pertinent academic variables." The newsletter
states, "If the RIC Summer Session is to retain its legitimate academic
status, those who teach in that period deserve legitimate academic
salaries."

.A"ENTION

and so he decides to study too,"
Miletta said.

Providence Tech in 1932. He then
travelled throughout the mid-west
working as a longshoreman, and
married. He has three children:
Barbara, 37, who is a teacher;
Gina, 18, a senior at Cranston
East; and James, 14, at Park View
Crest Junior High.

Photo by Bill Stapleton

At an age when most people are,
settling into a quiet and comfortable home setting, Miletta is
'taking off on a new adventure. ,
While Angelo Miletta's age ntay be
the uniqueness which first catches
our eye, it is actually the leRst
important thing about him.

R.I.C. Women's Alliance

ANDSENIOR$:
JUNIOR$
The official list of applicants
for the
for student teaching
Spring Semester 1978 is posted
on the official bulletin boards in
the Student Union and in Horace
Mann, Classroom Wing. Names
NOT appearing on the list are
not being considered for student
teaching at this time. Students
whose names do not appear on
the list but who intend to student
teach in the Spring, 1978, should
report to the Office of Student
Teaching, ( Horace Mann 105)
FINAL
The
immediately.
for filing of apDEADLINE
plications is Friday, October 28.
William H. Law1on, Coordinator

presents

Nancy Langrall
co-ordinator for

Rhode Island Coalition for Abortion Rights
Find out how the right to choose is being
threatened, and what you can do to protect it.
Oct. 18 - 2:00

STUDENT PARLIAMENT CHAMBERS
Refreshments

will be served
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DOt1ECOt11NG.
WEEKEND
FRIDAY

8, 10p.m.& Midnite

October
28

501 w/r.i.c. i.d.

CREATURE
FROM THE

BLACK LAGOON.

In A Soper
Mixer

I

8 P.M.-1
A.M.
INDONOVAN
DINING
CENTER
$1.50 w/r.i.c. i.d. $3.00 gen. ad.

R.I.U.PROGRAMMING
PRESENTS

SATURDAY
October
29·

TomChapin
InConceri
with special guest

Megan
McDonough
.ROBERTSAUDITORIUM (only

900 seats)
I

TICKETS:

$2.00 w /r.i.c. i.d. (on campus only)
$4.00 General Admission

TICKET SALES: ON CAMPUS, RIC STUDENT UNION INFO DESK,
RATHSKELLAR - WEDNESDAY NIGHTS. DONOVAN DINING CENTER
11:00-1:00, 4:40-6:30 DAILY. GAIGE AUDITORIUM - SUNDAY NIGHTS.
Also PROVIDENCE COLLEGE, BROWN UNIVERSITY and ROTH TICKET
AGENCY.

Concert Info. - Tel. 456-8035
/
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No TheatreGroup:

Prism·welcomes
All Artists
In the fall of -1973,RIC students
involved in the arts formed a group
designed to produce works involving music, dance, theatre,
poetry, and the visual arts. The
organization, Prism, welcomed
ideas and efforts from all
disciplines, yet it subsequently
became familiar to many on
campus as a theatre group
- As Prism enters its fifth year,
producer Michael Ducharme hopes
to correct that misconceptioned
stimulate increased participation
by all kinds of students. He
acknowledges that most of the
group's productions in the past
have been theatrical, explaining
that, while Prism has always been
willing to try any workable
suggestion, most of the events have
been proposed by theatre students.
The people most readily
available to devote much energy
and spare time to- their art are
those who act in and work on plays,
according to Ducharme. "But that
doesn't mean it has to be that way.
Unfortunately, students in other
fields have not always been aware
that Prism wanted their talents
and suggestions."
As a means of spreading this
awareness, the organization held a
"Promote Prism Night" September 29, at which old and new
members shared songs, readings,
and other efforts. The party gave
students a chance to learn about
Prism, to meet other members,
and to enjoy themselves doing
things they love. According to
Barbara Matheson, faculty advisor
of the group, it was "a loosely
organized evening of fun and entertainment-sort
of a pot-luck
party, where everyone did a little
bit of everything, and had a good
time."
Ducharme and other Prism
members ·all contributors, with no
screening. Participants had the
option of rehearsing in advance
and
getting
advice
from

Ducharme, and were able to
request any props or ,lighting
needed. Yet some "acts" were
performed
with no formal
preparation, by performers with
no previous experience. The party
was informal, the participation
spontaneous.
Prism grew out of a previous
RIC organization called the Studio
Theatre, which offered limited
assistence to st-udents producing
plays. "The idea of Prism was to
give students more support to do
new ideas outside of_ classes,"
Matheson explains. "'It is an opportunity for kids to gain experience in areas they can't deal
with in the classroom-in any
artistic fields."
Last year ,Prism sponsored a
staged reading of a new play by
RIC playwright Jack Carroll.
Students had the chance to work
with an author, and to learn from
interpreting a play without doing a
finished
production;
the
playwright had a chance to hear
his script and learn what work it
still needed.
The organization has produced
many varied events, from evenihg
length drematic productions ("The
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in
the -Moon "Marigolds," "Spoon
River Anthotogy") to musicals
("The Fantastic")
to several
productions of two or three one-act
plays. • This year, however,
Ducharme wants more non-theatre
students involved. A holiday
collection will tour children's
hospitals anq nursing homes.
"Juggling, songs, dance, poetryanything you always wanted to
do-are
welcome, as well as
financial contributions to help with
transportation.''
Ducharm hopes for more ideas
from students who want help doing
something new. Prism exists to
enable people to do what they enjoy
and love; Ducharme stresses
variety above all.

PAST
PRISM
Productions
ANNOUNCING. . .
AUDITIONS FOR l.oot
a two-act BLACK Comedy
by Joe Orton

ROMEO AND JULIET
by William Shakespeare
Oct. 28-30and Nov. 3-6, 8 p.m,
to be doAe by Brown University Theatre
Sock & Buskin
at Faunce House Theatre, Waterman & Brown Sts.
Student tickets $1.50; others $3.00
Reservations at 863-7.838
covered by TicKet Endowment Program, R.I. State
Council on the Arts 277-3880.

DIRECTED

PRISM

PRODUCTION

BY-

Fred Anzevino -

OCT.-26th and 27th at 7: 00
LOCATION To Be Announced
DATES-

DEC. 1-4

Roberts Little Theatre

,-.

,,.
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The Dukes of Dixieland:_

Oblivious
I woke up this morning
and tripped over the clothes you
had thrown across the room
last night.
I lit a cigarette and threw the
match into the
ashtray filled,
the contents spilled.

l woke up five year·s later
and walked through clean hallways
dusted
carefully
by my aching hands.
I felt the quickening in my stomach
as I entered my
ordered day.

I read the drunken poem
that we had scribbled on the inside
of the empty matchbook
that had absorbed warm beer.
And looked over my shoulder to see
you sleeping
oblivious to the fact
that only litter is left behind
to reflect upon.

I read a drunken poem from an old
handbag
intended
for Salvation
Army.
And looked over my shoulder to see
the well-made bed,
oblivious to the fact
that not a cup is left behind
to reflect upon.
by Kate Cross

Philharmonic Prepares
For 33rd Season
On Saturday, October 29, the
Rhode Island Philharmonic Orchestra, under the direction of
Francis Madeira, will open its 33rd
season, at Veterans Memorial
Auditorium in Providence. Lorin
Hollander will appear as guest
soloist in the first concert of the 8concert Saturday evening series.
the worldThis will mark
acclaimed pianist's
sixth appearance with the Orchestra. The
featured work will be Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto No. 2 in,
C Minor, in a program which will
also include Schubert's popular
"Unfinished" Symphony, as well
as the Overture to Wagner's "The
Flying Dutchman," and Pacific
231, by Arthur Honnegger.
The Philharmonic
will once
again offer an exciting season of
classics with a star-siudded array
of guest artists, including Samuel
Mayes, cellist; Rosalyn Tureck,
pianist; Jerome Hines, bass;
Daniel Heifetz, violinist; Jeff Cook,
conductor; and Michael Zaretsky,
. violist. The Brown Univers-ity
Qlorus and the Community Chorus
of Westerly will also perform with
the Orchestra in the December and
March concerts, respectively.
Some of the works which will be
presented at these concerts inClude
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony and

Richard Strauss' "Don Quixote"
(November), Stravinsky's Symphony of Psalms (December), two
Bach piano concerti and Mozart's
Symphony No. 39 in E Flat
(J anuarYJ, the Brahms Violin
Concerto and Copland's "Appalachian Spring" (February),
Scenes from "Boris Godunoff"
(March), Mahler's' Fifth • Symphony (April), and the Annual
Spring Pops Program (May) under
the aegis of George Kent.
It figures to be an ambitious and
exciting series of Saturday night
concerts at Veterans Memorial
Auditorium in Providence, for
which subscriptions are available
for $45, $30, and $24 for the entire
series of eight concerts
( at
discounts of up to 40 per cent).
Students may subscribe for as little
as $10 through the Ticket Endowment Program of the Rhode
Island State Council on the Arts.
Tickets to individual concerts are
available at $7, $6, and $5 for
adults, and $3 for students.
Reservations can be made or
further information obtained by
calling the Office of the Rhode
Island Philharmonic Orchestra at
831-3123, or visiting them at 334
Westminster Mall, next to Grace
Church.

RHODE
ISLAND
PHILHARMONIC
FRANCIS r-:-1A~EIRA

ORCHESTRA

Little

"The Royalty of Jazz"

Known
Fact

Rhode Island College is a
member of the Rhode Island
School of Design's Museum. That
means Free admission to all
students of RI.C.
Present your I.D. the next time
you go to the R.I.S.D. Museum;
you can only benefit from it!
R.I.S.D. Museum hours:
Monday - closed; Tuesday
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; Wednesday
- ll :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.in.; Thursday - I :00 p.m. to 7 :00 p.m.;
Friday - II :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.;
Saturday - ll :00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m.; Sunday - 2:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m.

Rhode Island Col)ege's Per 0
forming Arts Series will initiate its
1977 season with two heralded
events, the appearance
of a
nationally acclaimed dancer and a
long-established jazz band with
deep roots in the New Orleans
tradition. Both concerts are among
a number of activities at the
college which are associated with
the October 26 inauguration of Dr.
David E. Sweet, RIG's new
president.
Tuesday evening, October 18,
Edward Villella, the awardwinning dancer, will (:)erform in
Roberts Auditorium, on the RIC
campus. On October 20 the Dukes
of Dixieland will perform.
The Dukes of Dixieland uphold
tradition. As an organization,
theirs is a proud tradition of excellence. As practitioners
of
contemporary
New Orleansbrand traditional jazz, they have
contemporized that music and
make it relevent for today.
The Dukes
Moreover,
of
Dixieland
don't
play
only
traditonal
jazz.
These
accomplished musicians are all
seasoned, name band veterans and
can play anything, having appeared with and played shows for
such luminaries as Mel Torme,
Peggy Lee, Ella Fitzgerald, Sonny
& Cher, and numerous others.
Nor is their repertoire strictly
Dixieland war-horses. The band
also plays ballads, today's popular
tunes, songs from the swing era,
and such novelties as "The Gillette

There will be a public poetry
reading at Roger William Park on
Sunday, Oct. 16th from 2:00-5:00
p.m. The theme of the reading is
"Autumn Exchange," and it is
designed to encourage new readers
who have never before exposed
their poetry to an audience. High
school students are urged to
participate.
Featured readers are Jane Lunin
P~rel of the Providence College

POETRY READING
~~AUTUMN
EXCHANGE"

Music Director

featuring

JANI LUNIN Pl'REL

1977-1978

SEASON

violinist
Feb. 18: Danial Haifatz,
Mar.
18: Scenes
from
Boris
Godunov
Apr. 29: Mahlar: Sympho_ny No. 5
May 20: Spring Pops Program

Oct. 29: Lorin Hoflandar,
pianist
Mayas,
cellist
Nov. 19: Samual
Dec. 17: Brown Univarsity
Chorus
Turack, pianist
Jan. 21: Rosalyn
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SOU' WESTER POETRY AWARD
(1976)
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THE FISHES (1977)
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Tickets available from the Music Dept., RIC, from Professor Bicho
or at Roberts Hall, October 18, 26: 1-2 p.m. Student Union, Oct. 19,
26: 2-4 p.m. ALSO: Philharmonic
Office, 334 Westminster
Mall, 8319-4.
3123, Mon.-Fri.,

Saturday Evening Concerts at
Veterans Memorial Auditorium

New readers
are encouraged to participate.
Read your own works or those of favorite
poeu -----or simply come to listen I

8:30PM

The band produced two albums,
"Duke's Place" (also the name of
their own club in New Orleans'
French Quarter) and "Creole
Gumbo."
New charts
and
arrangements have been brought
into learning from others, and each
member Qf the group has become
more professional, confident of his
own abilities.
The Dukes of Dixieland will be at
RIC's
Roberts
Auditorium,
Thursday, October 20 at 8 p.m. The
public is invited. Tickets will be on
sale at the Roberts Box Office and
the General admission price is four
dollars. Group rates are available.

Fall Po~tryReading

SUBSCRIBE!
THIRTY-THIRD

March" based on a certain safety
razor commercial. The end result
is New Orleans music of today.
The Dukes, the "royalty of jazz,"
were formed nearly thirty years
ago. They were originally a unit of
lhe Assunto Family-Frank,
Fred
and Papa Jack-all
top notch
musicians. It was this group, with
the addition of other local New
Orleanians,
that gained
international fame in the 1950's and
60's.
As the Dukes of Dixieland
traveled in those tw~ decades,the
exigencies of time and travel
dictated replacements in the band
on occassion. Not always were the
replacements from New Orleans,
or totally New Orleans oriented.
The Dukes of Dixieland of the
1950's to 1960's were an all-star
group, so this observation is not
meant as any denigration.

Sunday --- October 16th
2:00 · 5:00 P.M.

English Department and Laurence
Sasso, Jr., of the Rhode Island
College News Bureau.
Both
readers have published numerous .
poems and-have been active agents
in the promotion of poetry in this
state. Ms. Jane Lunin Pere) is
director of the "Poetry in Fiction
Series" at Providence College and
has published two books-The
Lone Ranger and the NeoAmerican Church (1975) and The
Fishes illustrated by James Baker,
which will be released this year.
Mr. Sasso served as poetry editor
for the Providence Journal for
seven years and won the Son
Wester Poetry Award in 1976
sponsored by Southern. Illinois
University. He has been published
in Confrontation and <::ommonweal
as well.
The reading will take place at the
Temple of Music. In case of inclimate weather, the site will be
transferred indoors to the Museum
theatre.

R.I.S.D. Museum
Lecture Series
The Museum of Art, Rhode
Island School of Design begins its
fall lecture series on photography
Sat., Oct. 29 at 11 a.m. in the RISD
Auditorium, Canal St., Providence,
with a lecture by William Parker,
professor of art and history of
photography at the University of
Connecticut.
'
The four-part lecture series,
which will-be held on four consecutive -Saturdays from 11 a.m. to
noon costs $15. for non-members
and $7.50 for members. In order to
register for the series, contact the
Museum education department at
( 401)331-3511,Ext. 280. The cost for
individual lectures is $2. for
Continued on Page· 10
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(Continued from Pg.

for sole □

□

personal □

noiice

□

Phone

(

)

wanted

Personals

for Sale cont.

FOR SALE:
1 Smith Corona
Classic 12 manual typewriter.
Excellent condition. $80.00 or best
wANTED: Carpool arrangement
offer. Call 231-4174.
- via 95-North. Live 1 mile off 95 ir
FOR SALE: 1966 Mustang, 6 cyl.,
AttleborQ<Let's both save gas. Call
automatic, $200.00. Needs work.
1-617-226-2910.
Call 725-3957.
WANTED:
Refrigerator,
good
FOR SALE: 1967blue Ford LTD, 4
condition. Not more than $50.00.
door, 8 cylinder. Good condition.
Damaris 351-2031after 7 p.m.
$400.00. Call 863-6709and ask for
WANTED: Ride from Douglas
Susie.
Ave. to RIC, M-Th for 10:00 and
FOR SALE: 750 stereo lps, many
from RIC to Douglas Ave. Th at
out of print, some collectors items.
6:30. Damaris 351-2031after 7 p.m.
Most brand new - never played.
WANTED: Book - An Illustrated
Imports, rock,· folk, jazz. From
Glossary of Film Terms. Will pay
$1.00 to $4.00 each. 274-1460 for
reasonable price. Call nights: 351- appt. in evening.
4367.
FOR SALE: 10 gear bicycle, Atala
WANTED: Oil paintings. Opening
Competizione, 21" men's frame.
Art business. Need large quantities
Yellow,
some
campagnolo
immediately. Contact Mr. Ziare.
equipment,
well maintained,
353-6141,anytime.
$120.00. Call Ward at 274-6639
WANTED - Book - The Musical
eve11ings.
Experience by John Gillespie. FOR SALE: Fender Telecaster
Contact Jane at Anchor.
guitar, very good condition, hard
shell case, $200.00or best offer. 4330824.
(
)

notice

NOTICE, Math teachec available
for tutoring
all levels
of
mathematics.
For more information, call 438-1283.
NOTICE: Does your room lack
"expression"?
Will paint _any
linear design on walls. Call Suite F
• for Mike, 456-8306.
NOTICE: Chaplain's office announces services will be held
weekly at noon on Wednesdays in
Su Lounge E. Protestant Chaplain
. Mr. Glendon Heath will preside.
The service. will consist of prayer,
singing, scripture reading and a
short homily.
NOTI-CE: Three month old wirehaired Fox Terrier, female, very
sweet, FREE to a good home.
Contact Dorri, ext.,8061 afternoons.

-------...,,,
(
personals

l

PERSONAL: Dear Kl-'.: How was

the personal? Didn't know I was
that bad, did you? Well, you are a
"good teacher." Anyway, how was
"'IT"? You have to be careful of
those "cats," they can be hazardous to the health. Your protege,
Sexless R.P.2.
PERSONAL:
To my Armenian
buddies, whatever happened to
"three giggling girls in a phone
booth?" Your friend, size 0.
PERSONAL:
Dave, how's your
pernindel in the middle? Thanks
for the ride Thursday! Granny was
happy. P.S. Sue wa~ts to ~ive you a
piece of her meeme - m1rna.
PERSONAL:
B.H.F. You crazy
hyper-wine drinking freak! H~ve
to write your own pers, I ,ve
forgotten it. By the way, you re
(
)
better looking than your bro. See
~----------ya in the Rat.
FOR SALE: '64 Corvair, 2 dr., 3 PERSONAL: C.T. Yes, yes, I know
spd. trans. New paint, runs well, _ Chepacheti God, I'm sick of that
clean. $500.00.

cont.

word. Knock some sense into Him
with Egor for me, will ya? Or tell
him that cool is no longer. Ah!
College! J.B.
PERSONAL:
Religious person:
Please cut it out. I've heard it all,
no matter how you plug it I'm an
atheist. Just drop the whole subject, you're driving me sane - D.
PERSONAL: Nicky - Oh God,
Not Not - Oversized! Yentrur
Ga~urainzel.
(abbreviated
Palphaben, Dig?).
PERSONAL: Hey Lady, Du bist
meine liebe even without the tent.
Only 170more shopping days to go!
gjak.
. .
PERSONAL: Dr. John W1lhams:
Can't you come down to our level
instead of talking over our heads?
Then we might be able to understand what's going on! A lost
student in Chem. 104.
PERSONAL: Dear Angie, Great
car wash - lots of fun! Give those
4-footers all ya got! Have a nice
week. 1Love, S.S.
PERSONAL: Gjak - sorry about
the last two weeks. I know Personals make your day - I'm
hungry! So what else is new? You
really do light my life - I don't
care who reads these things! Are
you sure we'll have enough
money? I love you. Love, Me.
PERSONAL: Hi, Elaine D. Hope
you have a nice day! Keep smiling,
Love, S.S.
PERSONAL: To Mester, Thorp
suite A: your Apollo boots are
under the swords on the steps of
Horace Mann. Ha, Ha! Mester No.

for sa I e

•
•
received
Nominations
to Who , s Wh o are now .being
.
Committee has established the foll·owing criteria:

grad

□
undergrad

3. Service

and leadership

in academics

by the Selection Committee.

and extra curricular

I nominate:

The

-------------,N~Ai\MMIEE

activities.

October 28th, Craig Lee

________________

_

NOMINATOR

STATE

I

I ~e~:-r:;~;a~I~~----;I ,Enclosed is $L
I Name

II

Address
City __________

I

State ____

I

I

---------1

I
I

Zip _____

L--------------~

SPIRIT SHOP
FREE

DELIVERY
General
7:30 nitely

SPECIAL
$20.00 min.
, after 6:00 p.m.
. Liquors
Soda/Chips

Chilled Wine
Ice

Cold Beer
½ Barrels

OPEN 'TIL 11:00_p.,m.
Monday - Saturday
lntersection.""of
& Atwells

Mt. Pleasant

Ave.

STUDENTS: Is your education in any way financ~d by
dollars you earn from UNUSUAL e~ployment; ma?agmg_ or
working for a business more exotic than those with which
most of us are already familiar? If so, FRESH FRUIT
MAGAZINE is interes,ted in including you in a!l _article on
Student Business People. Please leave informat10n at the
Brown Daily Herald-Fresh Fruit office 863-3261.

RESEARCH
Assistance
ALL SUBJECTS
Choose from our library of 7,000 topics.
All papers have been prepared by our
staff of professional writers to insure
excellence.
Send $1.00 (air mail
postage) for the current edition of our
mail order catalog.

r~u~°noN-;:~~STEMS____
I

I
I

PO.Box25916-E,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

I Name __________

I Address ________
We also provide original
Ij City-----------research -- all fields.
Thesis and dissertation
I State ___
Zip
L_a_ss_i_st_a_n_ce_a_ls_o_a_v_a_il_a_bl_e_.
_________________

I
I
I
1
1

I
______

ZIP

•

MR. ROBERT L. ANDERSON
WORLD INDUSTRIES INC.
Executive Suite 303
1919 East 52nd Street
Indianapolis Indiana 46205
Telephone (317) 257-5767

I

J

Own your own profitable vending business. $200 to $600 monthly earninQs
possible In your spare time (day or eve.). NO SELLING. If selected, you will
be servicing company established EXCLUSIVElocations.
OUR COMPANY IS A SUPPLIER OF
NABISCO SNACK ITEMS.
REQUIREMENTS: $1,000 to $5,000 CASH IN\'.ESTMENT,
(secured by machines and merchandise)
good character, dependable auto, and 6 to 9 spare hours weekly. lnco!11e
starts lmmedlatelyl We supply product, machines, locations, expansion
financing, buy back option, and professional guidance. If you ~re s1_ncerel~
Interested In applying for this genuine opportunity toward linan_cIal s_uc
cess, please call or write (Include phone number) for personal interview
in your area to:

ADDRESS
CITY

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

SPARE TIME BUSINESS

at large.

Please comp I et e the for m below and Jet urn no later than Friday,
057, the Office of New Student Programs.

11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES,
CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Mt., Pleasant

To Eggie, Sorry
a bout your "fabulous Phillies." Oh
we-11...maybe next year! Stop by
sometime, because I forget what
your face looks like! Love, Grapes.
PERSONAL:
To the Bionic
Breastbone: I think you have been
using too much starch in your
shirts, and too much hair spray on
your head. But at least when you
play cards you always have the
"ace". Till next time, Osca.r & the
girls.

at RIC.

4. Service to Community

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE

421-2145

PERSONAL:

1. tcnhJ~~~~:!fuates: minimum cumulative
index of 2.5 and 60 earned credits
leted as of September 15, 1977.
.
~or:~uates:
minimum
cumulative
index of 3.25 and 15 earned credits
completed.

2. Participation

Fast, professional,
and proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
mail order catalog.

6.

Who'sWhoAmongStudentsin AmericanUniversities
and Colleges

□

ALL SUBJECTS
9)

members, $4. fqr non-members
and $1 for RISD students, and
payment can be made at the door
before each lecture.
The three remaining lectures
feature Shelly Rice, contributing
Magazine.editor, Photography
and free-lance critic for the Village
Voice, Nov. 5; Estelle Jussim,
professor at Simmons College and
author of Visual Communication
and the Graphic Arts, Nov. 12, and
Michael Lesey, instructor, Visual
Arts Workshop, and author of
Wisconsin Death Trip, Nov. 19.
The Museum receives partial
support for its programs and ac• tivities through an Institutional
Support Grant from the Rhode
Island State Council on the Arts.

wonted □

losl&found

ACADEMIC
R'ESEARCH

pants and top in white plastic pull
string bag. Lost Friday, Oct. 7,
between 9: 30-12:00. Please contact
Phillis Manni, 942-4034.
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on the Rat

Reflections
Question:

Do you feel that the Rathskeller is operating

with the BEST interest of the students in mind?
Responses:
Lisa Corsetti

I like the place. Prices are about right. The atmosphere with mixed drinks could be
• less attractive to me.
Elaine Hoyceauyls '80

They can't serve mixed drinks, and I really don't enjoy it at the Rat.
Lisa Pezzullo '80

I feel that mixed drinks would be good if prices are right.
Betty Gorman '79

Ken Kazlauska '81

Beer prices are high.

Lucy Avelino '80

Helder Varela '80

The Rat is adequate.
Lu~y Avelino '80

I really don't have enough time to be there often, but whenever I do, the prices seem
higher.
Rita Burke '80

No, entertainment is the main reason why I go. It closes too early and is too crowded.
It's too warm and cluttered.
_

Marie

People seem more pleased with the quality of the entertainment. I'm in favor of the
mixed drink proposal, and thought it would come into being with the renovation.
Monika Cotugno '79

The atmosphere is typical for a commuter college Rat - sort of a dismal, unfriendly
- place.
Jean Chute '78

The atmosphere is clique-y and unfriendly, like a mini-Gantry's.
Sue Chin '79

I feel that it's improved since renovations. I feel that mixed drinks would be good. It
should be open later, too.
Hagos Maldjian '79

I think it's basically adequate, but mixed drinks would bring in a different group of
people.

Hagos Maldjian '79

Jean Chute '78

Betty Gorman '79

I'm in favor of mixed drinks. The Rat is too small, and they should allow more nonstudents in.
Denise De Iorio '80

It should be bigger and not so clique-y.
Andy Deller '79

Mixed drinks-would add to the atmosphere; people get tired of beer and wine all the
time. Either juke box or TV should operate, but not both at once.
Scott Gezyck '81

The draft beer is too goddamn much money. When you buy three bottles they make
•
100per cent profit. You can go to a bar and find better prices.
Tony Costa '80

I can see the point about the mixed drinks. People will get too crocked-out.
- Paul Burr '78

I think there should just be mixed drinks when there's entertainment.
Ciirol Kimotian '81

I think the beer prices should be lower for the sake of the students.
JoAnne Smith '81

The prices are as high or higher as out on the street.
Judy Kruger '80
Lisa Pezzullo '80

I feel that mixed drinks could be beneficial, but, problems could arise if they are .
served around noon time.

Ken Kazlauska '81

by Mike Thayer and Jim Kociuba

WILI.,ARDHALL

OCTOBERFEST
1n the

Willard Rec. Room
,. , Purt;hase an engagement ring at Tilden's
for the same reason you'd purchase a Porsche.
You simply can't find a car with the
quality of a Porsche at a cut-rate price.
The same is true of the quality of a
Tilden Thurber diamond engagement
ring.
Oh, people will tell you they can give
you a deal. They'll even show you a
system for grading diamonds. But it
won't be the super stringent American
Gem Society system that we use at
Tilden's. Nor, will you get the chance

anywhere else, to seek the advice of
four nationally recognized Certified
Gemologists.
It all comes down to this. You pay for
what_you get.- A:'d if what you wan_t is
genuine quality man engagement nng,
Tilden-Thurber 1s the place to come to.

Ttlden-Thurber

and
$ 350

From 1766

•
---

SURPRISE
ENTERTAINMENT
·BEER SODA

~
Certified Gemo\ogists
( ...~ _)
Registered Jewelers
American Gem Society ~

BankAmericard, Master Charge, American Express, Tilden-Thurber
charges accepted, Westminster Mall store closed Mondays
Westminster Mall• Newport• Wayland Square• Midland Mall• Olde Mistick Villa1;;,•

MUNCHIES
included in the price

BE THERE!
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Dr. Theodore Mitau
To Speak at RIC

THE
CAR

Dr. G. Theodore Mitau, a
nationally known political scientist
and author, will visit RIC on October 25th. Dr. Mitau, a friend of
President David Sweet, is corning
to the college as part of the
.....
inaugural activities.

COLUMN

onthe Road
Emergencies
The modern automobile is a fairly complex piece of machinery, and despite quality controls and other
measures to prevent them, failures do happen. The question is what to do when they happen. Brake failures at
60mph are hamrdous to your health, but they can be s~vived if you know what to do.
The average car has three major systems that are prone to failure - the powertrain, tires and brakes and power accessories like power steering and brakes. In the case of a powertrain failure such as the engine,
transmission or rear end failure, you simply don't go anywhere; however, the other two systems can fail at
,
speed, and that is where the problem lies.
Tire and brake failure has caused many accidents which could have been avoided. The idea here is to
slow down as carefully as possible, and to maintain control. When a front tire blows out, control is affected.
Try to hold the wheel straight while braking slowly. A tire failure in the rear may throw your.car into a skid, so
just steer out of the skid and brake slowly. A brake failure is just a little more hazardous. Using the emergency
brake will stop you from low speeds, but will not do an adequate job at higher speeds. At high speeds, the first
thing to do in an automatic is to shut off the engine. Standard shift owners should-downshift and use engine
braking to slow down. The next step would be to run your car up against the curbing. The friction of the tires
against the curb will slow you down to the point where the emergency brake can be applied.
The other area that is failure prone is that of power accessories like power steering, brakes, and air
conditioning. In the case of an air conditioning failure, just sweat it out; however if the power steering or
brakes fail, you're in trouble! Power steering failure means that you will have steering control, although it will
take much more effort to turn the wheel. If the power brakes fail, you have no brakes and are in the same
situation as described above. Use the 1::urbingand the emergency brake to slow down.
A question came in this week about turbo charging. "What is turbocharging? I've heard everything, including that it improves performance and mileage and cuts pollution while curing zits. What's the straight
dope?
Answer ... Turbocharging does not cure zits. However it does.boost performance while not hurting gas
mileage. What it does is use energy from the exhaust gases to spin a turbine which compresses the air and fuel
significantly. On a smaller engine this will give you the performance of a larger engine with the economy of
the smaller engine. Kits to do it yourself are available, but are expensive and should be installed by a
mechanic. Even Detroit has caught on to turbocharging, since Buick recently introduced a Turbo V-6on two of
its 1978models.
That's it for this week. Questions for this column are welcome )rnd can be sent to The Car Column, c-o
'

The Anchor.

- by J.E. Kokolski

His lecture will culminate a
day's events concerned with
and
"Excellence
studying
Credibility in Public Institutions."
The afternoon colloquia, champagne reception, dinner and Dr.
,Mitau's lecture are all sponsored
by the Political Science Department, in concert with the
Inaugural Committee.
Dr. Mitau is. the Distinguished
Service Professor of Political
Science in the Minnesota State
University System. He received his
B.A. from Macalester College in
1940,his M.A. from the University
of Minnesota in 1942and his PH. D.
from the University in 1945.
Mitau is the Secretary of the
Executive Council of the American
Council of Education and a
member of the Board of Directors
of the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education. He is
the author of Politics In Minnesota
and the I co-author (along with
Harold Chase) of Proximate
Solutions, Case Problems in State
and Local Government.

Among the topics to be addressed by Dr. Mitau will be the
"lack of credibility" of public
institutions, how to reassess

priorities so that improvements in
services can be achieveJ. without
increases in funding, and whether
"excellence" is possible in the
public sphere, given the inherent
limitations.
The Afternoon Colloquia will be
held from 4:00 to 5:30. In Gaige
164W,Rep. Michael Higgins, House
Leader, and Rep.
Majority
Frederick Lippitt, House Minority
will discuss "New
Leader,
Directions for the Legislature."
In Gaige 251W,-"New Directions
for the Judiciary" will be the topic.
Discussion leaders will be Judge
Anthony A. Giannini of the
Superior Court, and Walter J.
Kane, the State Court Administrator.
In Gaige 256W Mayor Joseph
Walsh of Warwick will join Robert
Rahill, the Governor's Executive
Assistant ·for Policy in exploring
the theme "New Directions for·
Executives."
And in Gaige 258W "New
Directions for Public Agencies"
will be discussed by Dr. Joseph
Bevilaqua the Director of Mental
Health, Retardation and Hospitals,
and John J. Afflecj{,the Director of
Social and Rehabilitative Services.
These group discussions are
open to the public free of charge.
Later at night, there will be a
champagne reception for Dr. G,.
• Theodore Mitau~and a Dinner. The
reception and !dinner are by invitation only.
Finally, at 8:00 in Gaige
Auditorium, Dr. Mitau will lecture.
Mitau's talk is free.
Greg Markley

the R.I.C.

STUDENTS FOR LIFE
will have an organizational

meeting on Thursday, October 20th

at 11 p.m. in the Student Union, Parliament

Chambers.

ALL ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND
1

(We are a group

JustFortheHealthof It.
G~tYourActin Shape.

of pro-life

people

opposed

to abortion

and euthanasia)

SE:X
AND
IN~ORM~TION
RE:FE:RRAL
SE:R\JICE:
op1·11

\\ ~J. ,,, f'llill;.!
frid,I\

Pornography
Discussion:

When: Tuesday,Oct. 18 7-8 p.m.
Where:WeberLounge
Who: Dr. Tom Ramsby

RhodeIslandCollege

I 0:00-;'i:OO

111011.-tliur~.

6:00- /::-rn

I I :00-:U)O

we're here tb; hblp you. we provide counseling,
referrals and information In areas such as:
venereal disea·se
abortion
birth control
pregnancy testing
rape
sexual dysfunction
masturbation
homosexuality

our staff is trained to listen to you, and to
give you valuable information concerning these topics.
R\Ll'H

A. DETR!. COORlW'(.\TOR
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Moving Bakke-ward
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Find the hidden Shakespearean charactors.
ANTONY1
BANQUO
BIANCA
BRUTUS
CALIBAN
CALPURNIA
CASCA
CASSIUS
CLEOPATRA
DESDEMONA
FRIAR LAURENCE
GOWER
HAMLET
HELENA
• JULIET

Answers
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KINGLEAR
MACBETH
MALCOLM
OLIVIA
OPHELIA
OTHELLO
RARIS
PERICLES
PETRUCHIO
PORTIA
PROSPERO
PROTEUS
ROMEO
ROSENCRANTZ
SHYLOCK

Found on Page 12

by Helaine Lasky

The case of AllcmBakke,
( CPS) ____:
the 34-year old who applied for
admission to the University of
California at Davis Medical School
and was-denied entrance, is before
the Supreme Court but it is also
being judged on campuses across
the country.
Bakke filed suit against UC at
Davis contending that minority
students less qualified than he
were admitted under the special
sol~ly
program
admissions
because of their race.
Bakke claimed that he was a
victim of reverse discrimination
was
and that the program
thetefore unconstitutional.
As a result of the Bakke case, a
Colorado la~ school applicant who
was denied admission told a
Colorado Supreme Court last
month that the University of
Colorado's application of minority
admissions program .is similarly
unconstitutional. Phillip DiLeo, an
was denied
Italian-American,
admission to the University's law
school under a special minority
assistance program in 1973 and
1974. He was told that despite his
social and economic disadvantage,
he was_ not a member of an
"identifiable group" and could not
be considered for minority admission.
DiLeo sued the University but a
1976ruling decided in favor of the
_school.
DiLeo's lawyer, David J. Ternlund, referred to the Bakke case
saying it differed from the
suit.
"reverse discrimihation"
DiLeo argues for the retention of
f<;>r
programs
educational
minorities of all kinds, not select
groups. The Bakke case, Ternlund
that all
argues
maintains,
programs with quota systems for
minorities are unconstitutional.
Back at UC-Davis, Rita Clancy,
a 22-year old Russian immigrant
who applied for admission to the
medical school, charged that she was refused admission because she
was a white woman. U.S. Dfstrict
Court Judge Thomas J. MacBride
.granted Clancy a temporary

Stanford Behind
Closed Drawers ...

restraining order allowing her to
.
register for classes.
MacBride said that Clancy
probably would have been admitted if 16 of 100 openings in the ,
class had not been reserved for·
minority students-who are selected
from a separate pool of applicants.
The Bakke, DiLeo and Clancy
cases are stirring emotions on
campuses around the country
where heated debates are centered
around the -issue of reverse
discrimination.
At UCLA, the American Civil
Liberties Union sponsored a
meeting featuring a Beverly Hills
who
attorney, Jack Bratter,
argued in behalf of the Bakke
arguments to eliminate special minority admissions programs.
UCLA law professor, Leon
Letwin, took the other position; to
bury the Bi1kkeargument when it
comes before the U.S. Supreme
Court on October 12.
"Race is not irrelevant
because our social history
has made a person's race
the most i~portant thing.
You cannot pretend we are
starting out on a fresh slate.
We started out with that
racial society."
Letwin (UCLA)
be
should
"Race
this
in
irrelevant
societY,...We cannot compensate for 400 years of
deprivation. We should give
all an equal start."
Bratter (ACLU)

( CPS) - The editors at the
Stanford
Daily,
Stanford
University's student daily, walked
right into a scoop and all it took
was a used desk purchased from
the university last month.
Two weeks ago, the Stanford
Daily bought a used desk which
had formerly been used by the
foreign studies program. One
drawer still held some confidential
documents.
The records were 500 pages of
confidential correspondence exchanged between 1962and 1972by
studies
overseas
Stanford's
headquarters and directors of its
special studies campuses in
England, France, Germany and
Austria. The materia.l referred to
students' medical and sexual
situations, drug habits, and other
protect_ed by both
matters
university rules and federal
statutes regarding confidentiality.
It's as though the Nixon White
House had delivered its own secret
files t0-the Washington Post," said
Stanford Daily editor Jacob
Young.
An embarrassed director of the
overseas studies program commented, "I really can't say how it happened."
Editor Young is awaiting word
from the newspaper's lawyers on
what to do with the secret papers
now.
But the beans have been spilled
and the first fall issue contained
the story headlined, "University
Mishandles Overseas Records."

SHl:.U.
SHOWN UP FOil
IN \.JC !;J(S. \.J\-\A
ON \.<c.R,I: -y

TI\CRE
~~:r

5501'..

I

0

0

0

OF NORTH PROVIDENCE
1525SMITH ST., 7 AM-9PM DAILY: FRI. & SAT. 'TIL 11 PM

CALL IN ORDERS -

353-9734

FRUIT HILL SHOPPING PLAZA •
•Breakfast7-11:30

a.m. eDell Dining •Cakes & Pies •Ice Cream •Catering

'

BREAKFASTSPECIALS

PROGRAMS
STUDIES
GRADUATE

2 BUTTERMILK

PANCAKES
2 FARM FRESH

EGGS·
2 STRIPS OF

INTRODUCING

CHOICE OF

BELGIAN
WAFFLES

JUICE

A crispy,
with juice

BACON

buttery
light,
end coffee

Schoolof Management

CHOICE OF

MUFFIN

weffle

•

COFFEE

COFFEE

N.Y.
Syra~use,
University,
Syracuse

95¢

The , School of Management of Syracuse
University, Syracuse, NY, will be interviewing
interested applicants for their Graduate Studies
Programs on:

LUNCHEONSPECIALS
REUBEN
On rye, mede with grilled corned
beef, Swiss cheese, sauerkraut,
with
served
dressing,
Russian
selad or cole slaw and
poteto
pickle wedges.

_s145

CHOPPED

SIRLOIN

BURGER
Served with French fries, lettuce
and pickle wedges
and tomato
with a large.soda.

Visitation
Recruiting

SUNDAE
OF THE MONTH
- sundae
Triple fudge
fudge nut brownie with 2
of peanut butter fudge ice
t,ot fudge with whipped
and cherry.

a rich
scoops
cream.
cream

October26
Wednesday,
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
For further information and appointment,
Service
ple_asecontact the Placement-Career
office on your campus.
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R.I.
Fearon Sparks RIC Over Barrington

RIC Harriers Dump Clarke- U.
By Justin Case
The ever improving Rhode Island Coll-egecross-country team trounced
Clarke University of Worcester, Mass. on October 8 RIC swept 8 of the
first 10places in a 19-41win. The meet took place on the 4.9 mile course at
RIC.
Brian Maguire (Warwick), a former all stater at Pilgrim High, won
the race in a blazing time of 26:08. Maguire, a sophomore, seems capable
of breaking the course record of 25:25 set by Ray Danforth in 1975.Freshman Ray Fournier (Pawtucket), fomerly of. Pawtucket West, took
•command early and finished 3rd in the race behind Clarke's first runner
Peter Hawkes. Fournier never looked tired as he improved his time once
again.
The fourth, fifth and sixth places belonged to RIC also. Sophomor.e Ron
Plante ("Woonsocket)crossed the'finish line in,sixth place. A former ace
at Woonsocket High, Plante ran another fine performance. Dave
• Peloquin (Somerset, Mass.), a junior, placed close behind. The transfer
from Bristol Community College, kept his opponents out of reach as did
teammate Steve Smith. Smith (Providence), displayed his youthful
talent he showed at O.L.P. High School by placing sixth. All three were in
before Clarke's second runner John Moran placed 7th.
. 'Junior Co-captain Kevin Gatta (Johnston, RD, -placed 8th in the race.
Next was Ed Belanger (Pawtucket), placing ninth. The hardy frosh from
Pawtucket West improved his time by almost one and a half minutes on
the course. Junior Co-captain Dan Fanning (Providence), a one time La
Salle Academy runner, finished tenth in the race. Fanning ran despite an
ailing torn tendon suffered earlier this season. Kevin Jackson (Warwick).
a teammate with Maguire at Pilgrim High, finished eleventh. The
talented sophomore kept well ahead of most of Clarke University's squad,
including Joe Sullivan, a one time high school star in Rhode Island. John
Durnin (North Kingston), a junior transfer from Quinnipiac College in
Ct., failed to complete due to knee injury. Durnin, despite his ailment,
•
hopefully will be in action soon.
• Coach Dwyer is looking forward to facing Roger Williams College at
Roger Williams on October 18,and competing in the Tri-State Conference
on Saturday, October 22, here at home. Also here on campus is the R.I.
Small College Championships on Saturday, October 29. All are welcome
to come and see the squad compete. The start and finish of all races is on
• the second parking lot up from the main entrance of the college near the
information booth.

I

A look at freshman Michael and scored from just inside the chormen got the ball to the wings,
they were able to get by
Fearon gives one the impression penalty area.
The Warriors came back and'" -Harrington's fullbacks and put
that a strong wind would blow him
away. But, despite his slight build tied the score just 5:30 before the some pressure on the cage,
This ·type of play resulted in
(5-7, 115lbs.), the former Cranston half ended as Tim McConville and
West All Stater drives oponents Gary Fyfe exchanged the ball in the game-winning goal, which
wild with his superior soccer skills. the middle, and Fyfe put it in from came with 10:54 left in regulation
time.
Barrington 'College was the 14 yards out.
RIC fullback Anthony Rezende
RIC just missed going ahead
latest foe to witness Fearon's
talents as he scored a g·oal and before the break as sophomore ( Pawtucket) started the play in
motion deep in his end with a long
assisted on another in a 2-1 victory Matt Giarrusso· ( Providence)
at Barrington on Wednesday, Oct. unleashed a wicked, 15-yarder pass down the right wing to fresh12.The win lifted RI C's record to 3- from the left side but Barrington man John Monteiro (Pawtucket),
1-2and dropped the Warriors to 3-4- goalie Dave Walsh dove through Monteiro carried the ball for
the air, to his right, and slapped the several yeards before Fearon got
2.
ball away for a spectacular save. in the play and then the two worked
That save was matched, though, a simple give-and-go as they
RIC was slated to play a makeup game with Bryant College on by RIC freshman goalie Jack neared the Barrington penalty _
Lewis (Warwick) early in the area.
Monday, Oct. 17. The Anchormen's
After taking a short pass from
second half as he punched away a
next contest will be this Saturday,
Oct. 22,· at home against North hard, 15-yard shot by Barrington's Monteiro, Fearon put the ball right
back on his foot and the former
Fred Gerber.
Adams State at 2 p.m.
Tolman High star beat Walsh with
A starter all the way
a furious a rolling shot to the far left side.
This precipitated
Fearon stepped out of high
The Warriors weren't finished,
school right into a starting role at Barrington assault on the RIC
RIC, at center forward, and now, goal, and· the Warriors' Steve though, as they mounted one last
_through his first six games, has Wiant just missed a goal as Lewis attack with seven minutes left.
scored four goals and assisted on blocked a shot by him, and then be Lewis, an All-Division pick at
two others.
drilled the rebound off the right Pflgrim High last year, made. two
more outstanding saves, blocking
He notched goal number four-at post.
8: 50 of the first half against
The Anchormen, for awhile, an initial shot with his fists and
Barrington. After taking a down- were trying to pop Fearon loose then stopping the rebound with his
the-wing pass from sophomore down the middle with long passes chin.
Lewis finished with 12 saves in
Julio Contreras (Providence),
- but they were too long and rolled
Fearon drifted through the defense to Walsh. Finally, when the An- the game, a seas~n high for him.

Chess At RIC
by Donald Tirrell and Robert Auxier

Calling All (Would Be) Superstars
The Phys Ed Majors Club .is
looking for amateur atliletes to fill
positions on five teams. The event
is the Superstar Competition, but
you don't have to be a superstar to
get involved.
The competition is part of the
Homecoming Weekend Festivities.
Awards will be given to the "Super
Star" and the "Super Team."
President Sweet and Kyfe Rote Jr.
( winner of Television's Superstar
contest) will be presenting the
. awards.
The Deadline for entries is October 29. So, if you have any skill in
Frisbee
throwing,
Softball

throwing, Soccer kicking, Broad
jumping, Obstacle course running,
Scooter Dashing, Ring tossing
(with Hula hoops) or Bola-Batting
( those little paddles with ball attached with elastic) call now.
Alumni call Captain Mary
Davey, ext. 8086. Students call
Peter Ruggiero at the student
government office, Ext. 8088.
F;iculty can call John Taylor at
ext. 8136. For Staff, the captain is
Bill Baird at ext. 8007 and community the ext. is 8136, Capt. John
Taylor.
The event will be from. 9 to 11:30
a.m. and everyone is welcome.

RIC Loses to Keene St.
by Wally Rogers
The RIC soccer team was beaten
3-0 on Oct. 8 by Keene State before
the largest crowd of the season at
RIC.
The Anchormen who have put on
a great offensive show so far this
year, finished the game with only
five shots on goal, four in the first
half, as opposed to Keene's 23. The
Keene defense was outstanding
while the offense showed excellent
ball control.
Pacing the Owls was sophomore
Doug Choron who scored two first
0

period goals on passes from Vice
St. Pierre at 10:39, and Mike
Silverman at 15:32. The Anchormen were put away early
when Trevor Franklin drove home
a pass from Siggy Trocha at only
2: 05 in the second period. From
then on, RIC offense was nil.
It was the first loss of the young
season for RIC, putting their
record at 2-1-1.Keene improved its
record to 6-1-0 and clinched .the·
Eastern Division -Championship in
the New England State College
Athletic Conference.

This week's game, played a1 last spring's Newport Open, matches Duncan O'Brien, RIC graduate and
member of the current RIC Chess Club, against a Class B Player, Smith (1601).
This game shows that once a player GAMBITSa pawn that he should not bulk, he should not be afraid to
gambit more. O'Brien's opponent fails to follow this general axiom. The result is that the advantages are all
Black's.
NEWPORT OPEN
SECTION
UNDER1800
OPENING: THE SICILIAN DEFENSE
WHITE: SMITH (1601)
WHITE
I. P-K4
2. P-Q4
3. P-B3
4. NXP(a)
5. N-B3
6. B-QB4
7. 0--0

8. P-K5(c)
9. QXQ?(d)

~

*

*!*
*

**

~

*
*

HomecomingQueen
Wanted, one attractive female for homecoming
festivities. Must be pretty, personable and school
spirited.
Drop off your name, address and telephone
number along with a short paragraph on why you
should be RIC's 77-78 Homecoming Queen.
Entries should be submitted to The Student
Community Government Office, 2nd floor SU.

*
*:
*
**
**
:

*

**
:
*

**

·lf-

*
*

PXP
NXQ

BLACK: O'BRIEN 05791
WHITE
10. NXP
11. BKN5
12. BXN
13. BXN
14. N-Q3
15. QR-QI
16. KR-Ql
17. R-K4
18. RXN(f)
19. R-QN4

BLACK
B-K3
R-Bl
NXB
NPXB
B-R3
N-B5
P-K3
NXN
B-B8
R-B2

BLACK
WHITE
P-QR4
20. P-KB4
BXBP
21. R-N5
0-0
22. R-RP
P-KB4! (g)
23. R-R5
B-K4
24. N-K2
R-Bl(h)
25. R-Q2
R-B8
26. K-Bl
RXP
27. R-Q7
R-B7(i)'
28. R-R3
RESIGNS

{a) This is known as the Smith-Morra variation of the Sicilian.
(b) Better perhaps might have been 6... P-K3 because it keeps the position closed.
.
(c) This move opening up lines against Black's King-the Idea of Gambit.
(d) A poor move! The Idea in using a gambit is to keep the pieces on the board - not to trade them off! Better
would have been 9.Q-K2.
(e) Black has a very good game and is a pawn up: it is almost as if had blundered.
(f) Black now h::1san easy win - due to his having retained his Bishop against the much shorter ranged Knight
of his opponent. It is now merely a matter of time until the pawn advantage Black obtained earlier in the
•
,
game proves decisive.
(g) Any move other than 23... P-KB4 would cause the win or draw for White. Because of the threat 24.R-R3and
Black's being forced to the defensive.
(h) Doubling the Rooks on the File.
(i) White now hasn't any play left.

RIC Women Place Fourth -;n Doubles
./

On October 8, RIC and PC hosted the Rhode Island Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women State
Tennis Championships. Schools represented wen~ Bryant College, Brown University, RIC, PC, and URL Team
points were awarded for wins in each round. Marilyn Hartley (URI) and Mara Rogers (BU) were seeded one
and two respectively.
The matches began Friday afternoon at both RIC and PC. The singles team lost badly in the first round:
Berton (RIC) lost to Caldwell (BC) (6-2), (6-4). Walsh (RIC) was narrowly defeated by Kinghorn (BC) (6-4),
(7-5), and Larivee (RIC) was beaten by Turton (BC), (6-0), (4-6), (6-2), Nancy Nyquist (BU) defeated Marilyn
Hartley (URI), (6-1), (6-2) to win the State Collegiate Singles Championship.
The Consolation rounds began Saturday morning at RIC and our women were defeated in the early rounds.
The matches were played in pro sets. Hawkes (PC( beat Berton (RIC) 10-6,.Hubbs(PC) beat Walsh (RIC) 10-2
and Rand CURI)defeated Larivee (RIC) 10-2.The consolation rounds ended with McCoy (PC) battling Rand
(URI) for two and a half hours for third place.
The doubles competitions were fierce, in all rounds. The team of Diane Tessier and Sue Sutherland (RIC)
lost to a strong Bailie-Brosco team from PC, with a score of (6-4), (6-2). Diana Pearson and Carol Sutherland
(RIC) were drubbed by Barrett-Swenson (URI), (6-0), (6-2). Kathy Jame~ and Lorraine Ringuettes' team was
beaten by Sarcione - O'Hara (PC), (6-1), (6-2). URI and Brown again dominated the semi-finals and finals of
the doubles competition with Kummer-Simeone CURI)defeating Symonos-Roberts (Brown), (6-3), (3-6), (6-4),
The consolation rounds showed RIC's fierce determination. Both RIC teams advanced to the semi-finals of
the consolation round. Kathy James and Lorraine Ringuette advanced by way of a Bye. Diane Tessier-Sue
Sutherland defeated Spruster-Lesveque (10-4); Kuller-Schnell (BC) was the toughest competition for TessierSutherland. After reaching the score of 10-10,a nine point tie-breaker was played, which RIC handily won by a
•
score of (11-10).
In the final rounds, Tessier-Sutherland met McKeaver-Hebert (PC). The final score was 6-1, 6-1 with PC
winning and taking third place.
The final team standings were: Brown University - 18 pts.; University of Rhode Island - 17½ pts.;
Providence College - 13pts.; Bryant College - 8½ pts.; Rhode Island College - 7 pts.

·************************************
*

**
*:
*
**
**

BLACK
P-QB4
PXP
PXP
N-QB3
P-Q3
N-B3(b)
P-QR3

**
*
*********************************
****
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INTRAMURAL
RECREATION
NEWS,
What's new in intramurals you say? Glad you asked. A Sunday Evening
Basketball League starts on October 23, 1977.Teams interested can apply
in Whipple Gym Room 113 with Glenn Duquenoy. Cost is $15 per team.
This includes Tee Shirts for winning team members. There will be an A
League for good players (JV and Varsity included) and a B League for us
hackers. Deadline is October 20, NO EXCEPTIONS!!!
WOMEN
A 3 on 3 Basketball League begins Tuesday 1:00 p.m. on November 1st.
Get together with 4 Girlfriends (one for a sub) and come out to Whipple
Gymnasium.
The Wrestling Cheerleaders personally challenge any other
c~ee~leading group or organization (P.E. Club???). Tee Shirts given to
wmmng team.
GET INVOLVED
SOFTBALL will resume Wednesday 2-4, Teams check in Whipple for
the schedule of games.
JAZZ DANCE & SWIM sign-ups are still being taken. STARTS
TUESDAY OCTOBER 25, Cost $10.00for 5 weeks.
SWIMat PLEASANT VIEW SCHOOL,Cost $1.00,located in back of the
Dorms on Thursday evenings.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for next semester for a Handicapp Students
Swim Program-Apply at Whipple Gym-Room 113.

Kyle Rote Jr. Comes to RIC
Kyle Rote, Jr., tabbed as one of
the most refreshing stars to hit the
American professional sport scene
in years, has successfully blazed
his own trail in the world of
professional athletics. Born on
Christmas Day in 1950, to the
former All-American and New
York Giant star, Kyle Rote, Kyle
Jr. has continued to perpetuate the
family name in sport-but his is
soccer.
As a youngster growing up in
New York City and later in
suburban
Dallas,
Kyle Jr.
demonstrated his inherent athletic
ability by participating in high
school baseball, basketball, and
football. In the latter sport, his
father's favorite, Kyle played
halfback, wide receiver, punter,
kicker, kick-off return specialist,
and quarterback. Named to the
highly respected Texas All-State
.team on defense, Kyle Jr. received
some 50 collegiate offers before
settling on Oklahoma State
University.

After playing most of his freshman year as quarterback and
safety, Kyle broke his leg which
kept him out of pads through
spring practice. After much
thought, Kyle determined that his
priorities were not yet in order and
he decided to change his environment. Feeling that he lacked
the self-discipline to keep up his
grades while playing football, and
knowing that his parents had
always emphasized, "You are not
in school to play sports but to get
an education," Kyle transferred to
the University of the South. Having
already made one major decision,
Kyle was then faced with anotherwould he continue playing football
or would he switch to a sport which
had previously been just a
recreation-soccer!
Soccer it was and Kyle readily
adapted to competitive play.
Named Most Valuable Player all
three years he played and selected
Captain of the team his junior and
senior years, Kyle established, and

What's A Tailgate Party?"
\

Rhode Island College doesn't
have a 50,000-seatfootball stadium
where Tail Gate Parties are a way
of life before the big game. There's
still every reason in the world to
partake of the festivities at these
gala events, which is why the RIC
Athletic Department is promoting
tailgating for Homecoming Day
<Oct. 29).
There's a distinct formula one
most follow, though, to get the
utmost out of a Tail Gate Party.
Just ask members of the RIC
Athletic Department;
they've
followed it with the greatest vigor
for years.
The initial r~uirement is a
station wagon (with a tailgate, get
it?), either new or slightly used. If
one isn't available, any car with a
large trunk ( or a VW with a small
one), will suffice. Even a moped
with a basket on the handle bars
will do in a pinch.

Next, fill this vehicle with people
and all sorts of condiments and
liquid
refreshment
( not
necessarily in that order)
Don't forget ice, which should be
mixed liberally with one's favorite
potion.
Park this conglomeration in a
fair-sized lot, preferably one which
will be designated for tailgating on
Homecoming Day, and mix freely
with other classes of people there.

still holds, every offensive record
at the University. While completing his studies, Kyle also
managed to take up track where he
set several school and conference
records. But that was not enough.
In his spare time, he was Vice
President of the Student Body and
coached the local high school
soccer team. In his final year at the
University, he was Chairman of
the Ele<;tion Committee, an
associate editor of the Sewanee
Purple, and psychology Lab Instructor. He graduated with honors
in psychology, and was elected to
both Blue Key and Who's Who.
Following
graduation,
Kyle
married Mary Lynne Lykins, and
they moved to Dallas where he
entered Law School at Southern
Methodist University.
But a funny thing happened on
the way to Law School-the Dallas
Tornado. Out of the blue the
Tornado drafted Kyle in the first
round.
During the 1973 pre-season,
Tornado Coach Ron Newman
became impressed with Kyle's
progress and named him the
starting Tornado center forward.
In his first full season, Kyle
demonstrated his ability in the
pros and lived up to the expectations of those who called him
"The Great American Hope" in
soccer.
Some
of
these
achievements are as follows:
-In 1973, Kyle established a
Tornado record for assists in a
single season, and had the highest
assist total in the North American
Soccer League for one season since
1968.

Let all soak for a good couple of
hours, but check frequently to be
sure nothing, or nobody, is getting
pickled.
Then, spread all tailgaters
throughout the bleachers on the
soccer field, so they may observe
the various sporting activities
which are going to be held.
Finally, if the formula has been
followedto the letter, all will surely
rise to the occasion.
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NOTICE
FENCING - all women students interested in varsity fencing should be ready to begin practice very shortly. Please
drop by the Athletic Office soonto leave your name, address
and phone number so you can be notified when practice and
instruction will begin. Athletic Office - Walsh 223.

- SPORTS
CALENDAR
-

-With ten goals and ten assists,
a total of thirty points, he led the
NASL in scoring; he was first
rookie and the first American to
accomplish this feat.
- He led the Tornado to the •
NASL title game with the
Philadelphia Atoms.
-He was the choice of the. NASL
as "Rookie Of The Year."
-Kyle, in addition to his NASL
play, participated with the U.S.
National Team in defeating Poland
and Bermuda in international
competition.
His personal ambitions as a man
are to achieve respect so that his
image and life can influence youth
and others in the right direction.
With the notable achievements he
has worked for to date, one cannot
fail to believe that these ambitions
will be met. He indeed is a
Superstar among today's athletes.

Kyle Rote, Jr. will be guest of honor at Presidential reception.
Photo Courtesy of Athletic Dept.

SocC'er
Sat., Oct. 22

North Adams State
Mon., Oct. 24

•. at Salem State

2:00p.m.
11:30a.m.

CrossCountry
Tues., Oct. 18

at Roger Williams
Sat., Oct. 22

Tri-State Meet

3:00p.m.
1:00p.m.

Women's
Tennis
Wed., Oct. 19

Assumption College
Fri., Oct. 21
New England
Sat., Oct. 22

Championships at

3:30p.m.

TBA

Sun., Oct. 23

Amherst College
Mon., Oct. 24

Fitchburg State

3:00p.m.

Women's
Volleyball
Thurs., Oct. 20

RI Junior College
Sat., Oct. 22

Barrington College JV

7:00p.m.
10:00a.m.

Women's Tennis Fall '77: Pam Burrows, Diane Tessier, Donna Bedard, Crystal Packer, Diana Pearson,
Debra Daniello, Cathy Berton (Co-Captain), Phillis Manni (Co-Captain), Gail Davis (Coach). Kneeling: Linda
Eng, Carol Sutherland, Lorraine Ringuette, Terry Larivee, Sue Sutherland, Linda Walsh, Peggy Thompson.
Photo by Gordon Rowley
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"Th~Hind~nburg''
TWO
YEARSINTHEMAKING
...
PRESENTED
ATA COSTOF
$15.000,000.
,----,,---~-

5,.,,,·

GeorgeC.Scott
AlsoStamngllnne

Bancroft

as the Countess

Sunday,Oct. 23 7 and 9:15 Gaige50' w/RIC ID

[fil~

